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Abstract 
“Rumah Musik Harry Roesli” (RMHR) was once a non-formal education institution established by late Mr. Harry Roesli – a 
well-known musician who had struggled for ‘music education for all’ along his life. RMHR is here brought to model a creative 
education scheme for street-children. This paper is written based on a study on education practices in RMHR and how the aim of 
street-children empowerment is availed through this education program. The aspects examined for the analysis are: (1) 
interactions among students and members (2) formulations of learning; and (3) the concept of “empowerment.” Despite 
inevitable continuous institutional transformation, RMHR as a community has been persistent with the aim of educating musical 
creativity for street-children. A critical look is put on the institutional transformation of RMHR, such as the inevitable shift 
toward music industry. The discussion would reveal the nature of public-engagement in a non-formal education and how a street-
children is defined.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Scientific Committee of Arte-Polis 5. 
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1. Introduction 
The founding father of Indonesian education, Ki Hajar Dewantara essentially stated that education is responsible 
for developing the inner strength, intellect and physic of a young generation so as to maintain balance with their 
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environment and society. In the same spirit Indonesia through its National Education System policy (Sistem 
Pendidikan Nasional) no. 20, 2003 formally stated education as a conscious and deliberate effort to create 
atmosphere of learning and learning process that enable learners to actively develop capacity and spiritual-religious 
strength, self-control, personality, intelligence, noble character, and skills that they need, also for society, nation, 
and the state. Both definitions echo different spirits. The definition of education according to Ki Hajar Dewantara 
contains sense of development that is directed for personality building of the learners so as to gain capability to 
mingle with the gamut of nature and people. Whereas the formal definition of education according to state is an 
education body run by state or individuals with programs to train learners so that they have capability to function in 
society (could be interpreted as a state). 
The concept of non-formal education emerged amid the dynamic history of education in Indonesia. The 
conceptual origin of formal and non-formal education could be traced back to social class during the traditional era 
and colonialism. During Colonial period, formal education was not meant for the native. Educations for all were 
then naturally non-formal.  
Practically, non-formal education system is initiated from a circle of interaction in society with a common 
interest by which the members explore their potential and learn to develop themselves. Further, the interaction 
developed with an aim to increase capability and to train the junior members or member-students as well to 
exchange ideas among themselves and with the managers (teachers, and students). For this reason, a non-formal 
education has a specific purpose and system that suits the need of the members and learners. Normatively the 
purpose of non-formal education refers to the concept of empowerment that is directed to enable life-long learning - 
not life-long education (Santoso S. Hamijoyo in Marzuki 2012:106). The concept emphasizes the importance of 
human freedom for continuous learning and to facilitate the human culture system with a well equipped value 
system, knowledge, ethic, emotions, meanings and confidence in the community (Jarvis 2007: 100). 
Presently, in general, urban communities understand anak jalanan or “street-children” as unfortunate individuals 
coming from neglected community. They are easily found in the streets, informally earning for their basic daily 
needs by begging or practicing certain skill (mainly music, acting and singing) to get rewarded by some amount of 
money. Street-children has their cultural system as a community. Referring to Koentjaraningrat’s definition of 
community (2011:123), the street-children constitutes a living entity of human that occupy a significant area, and 
interact continuously in accordance with the customs system, and are bound by a sense of community identity. 
Indication of some uncontrolled behavior of the street-children is indeed sometimes quite disturbing. They tend to 
be rude and pushing when doing their activities. This behavior makes street-children or street musicians being 
regarded negative by the community.  
Responding to the problem mentioned above, many non-governmental organizations conducted empowerment 
programs for the street-children, such as by providing education, also space and shelter. One of the cases is Rumah 
Musik Harry Roesli (RMHR) or “the Harry Roesli Music House”. RMHR is a community organization that has been 
hosting and conducting special mode of non-formal education for street-children since 2004. This study aims to 
explore the extent of participation in non-formal education in harnessing the education institutions, in general. In 
particular, it explores how far the agency effectively educates the street-children to be independent personality. The 
exploration is also meant to investigate the concept of empowerment, based on the interpretation of the relevant 
parties. 
Despite the advantage of non-formal education, like RMHR, the social situation of street-children indeed showed 
worrying situations. According to Mardiani (2012:3), the emergence of street-children was triggered by poverty. 
Bandung, West Java is reported to have high numbers of street-children, but the tables presented above show 
contradictory fact. While the poverty percentage of urban population in Indonesia from 1997-2010 was reported 
declining since 2010. (see table 1), the table 2 showed that the numbers of street-children has increased by 2010. In 
addition, the street-children show more divergent activities. They are living as scavengers, beggars, a street 
musician, car glass cleaner, monkey attraction, even the latest namely “silver man” (a street act with the actors body 
painted in silver). Not only children who, the street-children activities are also done by the adult. The range of ages 
of the streets starts from the age of infants (0-1 years), toddlers (1-5 years), children (5-12 years), and to adults (12-
18 years). This situation underlies a discursive question of what the essence of “empowerment” is. 
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Table 1: Poverty Index in Cities Area (Indonesia) 
 
Year Percentage   (%) 
 
1997 13,39 % 
1998 21,92 % 
2000 14,60 % 
2010 9,87 % 
Sources: bps.go.id 
 
Table 2: Data of Street-children in Bandung 
 
Tahun Jumlah Anak Jalanan 
1997 512 
1998 1.564 
2000 3497 
2010 8000 
Sources: Dinas Sosial Kota Bandung 2011(Mardiani,2012:5) 
This article is written based on a qualitative research approach, using Case Study method, with an in-depth study 
of data gathering, and analysis using ANT (Actor Network Theory). To examine the actor’s involvement in this 
study, researchers used purposive interviewing techniques to a core of actors, which could be categorized into the 
following: 
x Managerial level of RMHR: Mr. Layala Roesli (30 years old) and Mr. Tonang (30 years old). Layala Roesli is 
director and in-house musician of RMHR. He was the son of the late Mr. Harry Roesli. Tonang is musician and 
public relation official of FBLM (For Better Life Movement). FBLM is a social organization that has become 
RMHR’s partner. Both Layala Roesli and Tonang were considered to have full information related to RMHR 
education system and its interactions with the street-children and FBLM since its initiation (1998) until now.  
x RMHR’s Instructor: Mr. Iget (26 years old). Iget is a vocal teacher in RMHR over four years. He was Late Mr. 
Harry Roesli’s student. Subjects have been contributing to the education of street-children programs in RMHR. 
x Street-children-member of RMHR: Rissa and Firman Ari. Rissa (15 years old) has been RMHR street-children 
since 2004. He joined as a member of a band called ‘Merah Kuning Hijau’ (MKH) as guitarist. Firman Ari (18 
years old) joined the band as a bass player for 57kustik since 2008. His last education  is  high school, 
x The RMHR Alumni (late Mr. Harry Roesli’s Student): Mr. Uwie (40 years old). He is currently the chairman of 
the community known as ‘Seniman Bangun Pagi’ (‘Artists of the Early Waking Up) and coordinator of street-
children in Simpang Dago-Bandung. He had been fostered by the late Mr. Harry Roesli in ‘Depot Kreasi Seni 
Bandung’ or ‘Bandung Art and Creation Depot’ (DKSB community). 
After determining the informants, the researcher makes the design of the study as an interview guide that 
researchers obtain the desired data. The data have been obtained and analyzed by using the unit of analysis, where 
the research was limited to the search network involved actors in the system of education for street-children in 
RMHR.  
2. The History of “Roemah Musik Harry Roesli” (RMHR)  
The central figure of RMHR is late Mr. Harry Roesli, who was born with an original name Djauhar Zahrsyah 
Fachrudin Roesli (1951-2004). He was known as one of the influential artists in Bandung. His artwork often 
addressed critical issues against the government, such as of injustice that is experienced by the common people. 
Historically in1970s the late Mr. Harry Roesli along with relatives and friends took the initiative to establish an art 
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studio, called ‘Depot Kreasi Seni Bandung’ (DKSB). DKSB was initially formed without any involvement of the 
outsiders. Responding to the lack of art venues in Bandung, he later decided to open his home as a gathering place, 
for sharing knowledge and creativity for everyone. This lend base to the establishment of various institution, 
including RMHR. 
 
Fig.1. Late Mr. Harry Roesli, Founder of DKSB/RMHR. Source: https://picasaweb.google.com/harryroeslifoundation. 
The establishment DKSB then formulated main program that was meant to give space for Bandung people to 
learn and be creative through arts. Some famous musicians such as Didi Petet, Armand Maulana, Candil and Charlie 
(Setia Band) had joined DKSB. Non-formal education program for street-children was established by the late 
Mr.Harry Roesli on 1998. He was mainly concerned about the fate of children who were victimized by poverty due 
to the financial crisis in 1998. The education process in DKSB for street-children follows several stages of learning, 
which they termed as ‘house’ – instead of class or level: 
x Rumah Belajar (House of Learning), in this level, learners are taught basic education such as reading, math, and 
writing. Learners were also instilled with good values such as good manners and good behavior. 
x Rumah Kreatif (House of Creativity), in this level, learners were equipped with skills appropriate to learner 
interests. DKSB provided training for life skills, such as carpentry, automotive, sewing, and makeup class. In 
addition, students are also taught art such as; make crafts, music, and dance. 
x Rumah Kreasi (House of Creation), participants in the program that had been through a briefing on the Rumah 
Kreatif, they made small groups that have similar interests to produce something. Like the students who are 
interested in the art of music creation combined with other students who have similar interests to then make 
musical instruments and sound system themselves, or make a song. 
x Rumah Berkarya (House to create), in this program they were considered independent enough to work in the 
industrial world. 
Due to funding problems, in the same year DKSB initiated a business unit that is called the “House Music” Harry 
Roesli (RMHR), located at Supratman Street no. 59 Bandung. Currently, RMHR remains consistent to continue 
their work programs namely: program courses, education programs for street-children and the creative community. 
It is managed by the son of Mr. Harry Roesli, Layala Roesli and Lahami Roesli. Both of the programs above 
produce influential musicians in the music industry. 
RMHR continuing education programs for street-children has been performed to prevent them to indulge in non-
productive activities on the streets, and instead, to support their music potential of the music and to bring changes on 
behavior so that they can be kept away from, the negative influences of street life. Currently around 18 member-
staffs of RMHR foster street musician within the range of age (10- 25 years). For students who are categorized as 
children (10-18 years old) accounted for six people. Mostly these children, taking street life, would trigger the other 
children, normally their siblings, to follow their footsteps to become a street musician. These children and their 
younger siblings are invited to join in RMHR.  
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Fig. 2. (a) RMHR; (b) Late Mr. Harry Roesli, Founder of DKSB/RMHR. 
A shift of orientation of the institution has been taking place since 2004. Currently, RMHR opens a music course 
for a general public - not specifically only for street-children. Music courses become the top priority in RMHR. 
RMHR also rectified their communal image of street-children into a music enterprise. The curriculum is more 
oriented towards the demand of the music industry. Currently, there are 200-course participants, and they are 
dominated by general learner / student. In the end now RMHR is a house of two types of students –the general 
courses program and the space for street-children. Both aim to channel the students into skillful artists for various art 
performances in and outside the city. One RMHR’s success program was a street-children performance called 
57kustik, where those street-children performed with Dave Koz in Java Jazz Festival in 2012. 
Further dialogs and interactions showed that the interaction pattern among DKSB and RMHR members had been 
growing completely different. When DKSB was initially established, many street-children came and out of the 
community flexibly, without too much constrained by fixed rules that bind the managers and the members. One of 
the alumni of the DKSB, Mr. Uwi or Mang Uwi (‘Mang’ is Sundanese term for uncle or mister), revealed that the 
most valuable experiences were during intensive interaction with the late Mr. Harry Roesli in the street community. 
Mang Uwi became a street musician himself due to poverty and ill-treatment by. He was aware of how badly rich 
people threat him then. This situation has made him down till he met Late Mr. Harry Roesli. He admitted that many 
life-lessons he learned from Late Mr. Harry Roesli as teacher rather than just learning the music. The learning model 
that was experienced by Mang Uwi and Late Mr. Harry Roesli is very close to educational system proposed by 
Freire (2008 : xxi),where an education activity is perceived as dialogue between teacher and pupil (see Figure 3).In 
this way, an education system doesn’t need sophisticated system or tools. Later, Mang Uwi had inherited the lesson 
method that essentially an effort to build confident of street-children, and he applied it to the community in the 
neighborhood he lives in, Simpang Dago. 
 
Fig. 3. Education System Build By Mang Uwi and Late Harry Roesli. 
On the establishment of a program for street-children, Late Mr. Harry Roesli collaborated with Mang Uwi to 
develop the curriculum. Late Mr. Harry Roesli invited his students to participate as volunteering teachers. For the 
Knowledge, Situation, Problem 
Late Harry Roesli Mang Uwi 
Challenge Freedom 
Reflection, dialog, observation 
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funding problem, he obtained income aided by donors. This is the best learned-lesson from Late Harry Roesli to 
give his best effort to reduce street-children in Bandung.  
Unfortunately, this creative program did not sustain due to some obstacles. One problem was the limitations of 
professionals’ teachers in fields other than music. Another problem was the most recent fact - that the motif of 
street-children varied and not only poverty. Some street-children students were not too serious. They didn’t 
experience the same urgency as the earlier students did, and many of them were not coming from the poor family. 
Some individuals disguised themselves as poor street-children to gain knowledge in RMHR freely. Another problem 
is that not all the street musicians show serious and loyal attitude. There were some street musicians who only come 
a few times and never come back. Some individuals also treat the program as free education. These problems were 
unexpected earlier and currently brought problems to the managements. 
Based on these problems major review is done in the internal management, including the street-children scheme 
established in DKSB. Accordingly RMHR revised the system created by DKSB. The system is now focused on 
professional music performance, where talents screening to select talented street-children are crucial. They would be 
demanded to prove the strong desire to learn music in RMHR. This system made street-children intake to RMHR 
decreases in a number. Mang Uwi, who was once the right hand of late Mr. Harry Roesli, decided to develop an 
independent creative learning process in the community streets in Simpang Lima Dago. In addition, RMHR also 
supported Mang Uwi’s independent community to host initiation and intermediary step before, in the end, the 
selected one would join RMHR. In this sense, the children have got the basic learning on the streets. New actors are 
also emerging in RMHR body along with the establishment of professional purpose for the music industry. Among 
them are actors in the music industry such as; café, restaurant, music event organizers, electronic media (television 
and radio) and many more. 
3. Creativity in informal education 
Empowerment has been an aim of non-formal education system. It applies to every institution including RMHR. 
DKSB/RMHR as a non-formal institution has shown creative activity not only in a sense of musical creativity but 
creativity in developing a music education for all. When DKSB still appeared as a fluid, flexible non-formal 
institution without main focused or any formal result, the students, and members together, created more innovative 
activities and yielded more contributions from the communities. The gains were not always limited to music.  
However, a recent development of RMHR proved that the institution cannot maintain the empowerment concept 
at best without the member’s participation. The innovation stopped when RMHR turned into a formal class that 
focused on a particular sector, music. The rules created by RMHR bring to the community a fixed inflexible scheme. 
Only street-children who are capable of following the system can survive and work with the RMHR member. In 
addition, the members of RMHR also found the advantages of this updated system. The manager of RMHR, Layala 
Roesli said that they’re trying to manage and work with other community or enterprise as those that is developed 
Mang Uwi or other communities. Teachers are also happy when RMHR decided to share the 55% of the fee for 
them. Their work becomes easier because the students already get accustomed by education received in the formal 
school. In addition, the street-children students enjoyed learning in RMHR because they do not only get a lesson 
about music and life, but also chances to perform in public. RMHR’s organization keeps the relationship going well 
between all the members. 
On the other hand, the definition of street-children also underwent changes. They are not necessarily poor. They 
did not represent the “powerlessness”. They are not the otherness of “the power”. Being street-children is not always 
a bad status. It is also considered by some as a mode to occupy public space. Motifs vary from earning money 
informally, to self-expression in public space and finally a way to join the music industry. The steady increases of 
street-children ever year go along with facts that the street-children nowadays have no issue to be called ‘street-
children’ or ‘street musician.’ Worse, some could consider the label beneficial as a professional claim. With this 
status, they can easily make money. 
However the spirit of the education of all of the RMHR sustains, and surprisingly it survives in informal 
institution. The community, which is led by Mang Uwi, still practice DKSB concept to empower themselves 
completely. They provide all art practices for the members such painting, making a music instrument and 
entrepreneurship. Still if the members want to be a good musician, they must work hard to reach the target. The 
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system is built on respect for each other like part of the family. Between RMHR and Mang Uwi, cooperation is 
maintained and well managed to produce good street musician. Mang Uwi leads the basic education while RMHR is 
the channel of selections and training through which the promising best musicians would be cultivated. Both 
constituted two non-formal institutions that engineer education to develop its human capacity. Table 3 shows the 
comparative summary of creative activities during DKSB (1970-2004) and RMHR eras (1998-now). 
Table 3. Comparison of Creative Activity in DKSB and RMHR. 
Creative Activity During DKSB Era (1970-2004 Creative Activity During RMHR Era (1998-now) 
1. Make common place for sharing and support 
community to create something (all about art). 
2. As a common place, there is also some street 
musician join the community. Here, DKSB builds a 
self-power to release their poverty. 
3. While they release the education program for street-
children, they create a working class based on their 
capability. 
1. Make a common place for sharing and 
support community to create something 
(about music). 
2. As an institution, they build a strong 
relation and make a strong management 
including people from music industry 
agent. 
 
While discussing an empowerment, it is obvious that both institutions have a different perspective. It’s because of 
a difference in their contextual conditions, experiences and expectations. Table 4 provides some description of what 
is empowerment. 
Table 4. Member’s Opinion about Empowerment Education. 
Members Quote 
Management (Kang Yala, 30 Y.O) “…By giving street-children an education, we hope 
that they no longer live in the street, they can manage 
themselves and get a better life from music. We also 
have to empower our community by organizing a 
prosperity to each member”. 
Teacher (Kang Iget, 26 Y.O) “I knew the generous late Mr. Harry Roesli when I 
became his student, and I feel the same when I’m 
working with Layala and Lahami. They have a concept 
that RMHR could bring prosperity to all the members”.  
Street-children (Rissa 15 Y.O and Firman Ari 
18 Y.O) 
“By following an education served by RMHR we feel 
that there are many lessons, but the most important is 
lesson of life given by Kang Yala. The other side our 
performance in music industry also gives the best value 
for our live, because people who didn’t know us start to 
respect us and also our family”. 
Alumni (Mang Uwi, 40 Y.O) “Education needs a balance, with mind and heart. 
Education with mind could bring empowerment as the 
main target, and it will make students creative. But if 
we lost our character, it just make you blind”.  
4. Conclusion 
The evolution of RMHR shows that the weakening of creativity and the changes of social setting are some of the 
biggest problems of education concept right now in Indonesia, particularly in the non-formal education system. And 
worse, these changes, following the neo-liberal economy is inevitable and brought changes in the way non-formal 
education operates and being defined. Normatively, the focus of non-formal institution is empowerment and not 
following the mainstream of professional, systematic education. But RMHR showed the shift as it opened 
professional program. Education was not only responsibilities of individuals, but also the community. School should 
be a center of excellence for students to explore personal and communal capabilities.  
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Non-formal education like practiced by RMHR finally appear as one option to survive in the capitalistic 
environment. Non-formal education thus underwent ambiguous situations where they gradually lost their social 
spirit and were demanded to sustain financially.  This explains a silent, growing apathy that makes our children 
unable to expect much from their personal creativity. Street-children, who are studying in RMHR, now have a 
specific aim to be a famous musician rather than to survive. And for that, they dare to expend and follow all the 
procedures the management gives. There are some points that prove the institution to some extent has started 
entering the stage of stagnancy: 
x The institution would turn to be stop being a risk taker. They become more unable to cope with the risk of 
financial lost.  
x Some of the street-children were no longer serious to follow the education system. RMHR turns into a mere 
gathering place, shelter and comfort zone than a creative place where people strive to excel in the street with their 
creativity. The easy entry into RMHR makes the management consider that it will disturb the system itself.   
x Consequently, RMHR applies selection to gain well-motivated street-children to ensure their commitment and 
potent in music. They are expected to be behaved and familiar with a school system. Mang Uwi role is pivotal 
here to conduct the selection and channel the students through his non-formal network including to RMHR. He is 
the flexible actor that reconciles the informal and unpredictable social situation of the street-children and 
situations in a music industry (which would relate to RMHR community). 
At last, the non-formal education of RMHR is one representation of how affinity to social problem like street-
children managed to initiate a creative effort to conduct education for all in Indonesia context with “empowerment” 
as the core of spirit. However, despite its noble intention, the present factual practice shows that non-formal 
education also face problems - mainly about the operation and the design of the programs – that take root on 
political dynamic of the nation and global economy. These problems could anytime transform or re-orient the noble 
purposes. It is tentatively assumed that commercial atmosphere of neo-liberalism is responsible for imposing 
“professionalism” ideology and diverts education from a more humanistic intention. Neo-liberalism also turns 
people including street-children into consumers. Not all of those street-children are creative individuals or deserve to 
be facilitated through empowerment scheme. Many of them are simply seeking comfort zone and easy link to job or 
fame. 
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